
 

 

Throughout this course, many discussion opportunities come up where you need to 
respond to other people's opinions and comments. Then respond to your Discussion topic 
after you have completed your Reading. 

Table Constraints 

Choose a table constraint other than Primary Key. Define the constraint and describe how 
SQL Server enforces the constraint. Thoroughly describe a scenario in which the 
constraint would cause a row insert to fail. 

 

Grouping Data; Creating Tables, and Constraints 

In this unit, you will examine queries that use aggregate functions to produce single 
grouping sets. You will also examine the creation of tables and of constraints that enforce 
data integrity 

 

After completing this unit, you should be able to: 

 Create a single grouping set using aggregate functions and GROUP BY. 

 Create a table, choosing proper column definitions. 

 Add or alter a column in a table. 

 Create constraints to enforce data integrity. 

Course outcome(s) practiced in this unit: 

IT526-1: Create queries to retrieve data. 

IT526-4: Evaluate methods of data isolation and consistency 

What do you have to do in this unit? 

 Complete assigned Reading. 

 Participate in Seminar or complete alternative assignment. 

 Participate in Discussion. 

 Complete unit Assignment. 

 



 

 

Read Chapter 5 pages 149–154 in the textbook. These pages describe aggregate 
functions and creating single grouping sets using GROUP BY and HAVING. For more 
examples, see the "Unit3.GROUP BY.doc" document in Doc Sharing. Use "Unit3.Create 
Vehicles.sql" to create the Vehicles table. The example queries in the "GROUP BY" 
document are given in the "Unit3.Vehicle GROUP BY Queries.sql" document.  

Read Chapter 8. Lesson 1 describes creating tables using CREATE TABLE, and adding, 
altering, or dropping columns from a table using ALTER TABLE. Lesson 2 describes 
declaring constraints to enforce data integrity. 

 

Unit 3 Assignment 

Course outcomes addressed in this activity: 

IT526-1: Create queries to retrieve data. 

IT526-4: Evaluate methods of data isolation and consistency. 

Project Instructions: 

Single-line-spacing is preferred to APA format. 

Put your name, course, unit number, and date at the beginning of your Assignment Word 
document. 

Part 1. Questions with short answers (One word to two sentences) (30 points; 3 points 
each) 

a. Which aggregate function would you use to determine the latest orderdate 
value? 
b. Which of the following clauses is evaluated third: SELECT, FROM, 
WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING, ORDER BY? 
c. When creating a table, what are the two properties that must be specified 
for each column? What property should be specified for each column? 
d. What is the purpose of a database schema? 
e. How does the textbook define the "most efficient data type"? 
f. What is the purpose of a Primary Key constraint? 
g. State two differences between a Primary Key constraint and a Unique 
constraint. 
h. Why is it redundant to add a Unique constraint to a column defined as the 
Primary Key? 



 

 

i. What may a Foreign Key reference? 
j. In what namespace (database, schema, or table) must a constraint name 
be unique? 

Part 2. Questions with longer answers (For a through d, a list or up to 100 words) (50 
points; 10 points each) 

a. Describe the characteristics a column name must have in order for it to be a 
regular identifier. 
b. List all the ways that data values in a table column can be constrained. 
[Hint: There are more than five. A list (without definitions) is sufficient.] 
c. What is the purpose of a Foreign Key constraint? 
d. Your company has a coding policy that Foreign Key constraints must be 
included in the CREATE TABLE statements. In what order would you create the 
following tables in the TSQL2012 database: Categories, Customers, Employees, 
OrderDetails, Orders, Products, Shippers, Suppliers? 
e. Define "data integrity." Cite at least two references, using in-text citation and 
a reference list. A citation of material from the textbook must give a page number 
or page range. Write approximately 100–200 words. At least 75% of what you 
write must be in your own words. 

Part 3. Queries (45 points; 5 points each query except 10 points for the CREATE 
TABLE) 

For each query, give the problem number, copy the query from the query window into 
your Word Assignment document, then copy the results with headers into your Word 
document. If the result set has more than 10 rows, copy the first five rows with headers 
and state how many rows were returned. 

1. Query the OrderDetails table to answer the following question: For each product, how 
many orders are there?  

2a. Query the OrderDetails table to answer the following question: For each order, how 
many different products were ordered?  

2b. Which orders had more than one product ordered?  

3. Write the T-SQL code that will create a table that will track horses. The table will be in 
database Farm, in schema Animal. The desired attributes are HorseID (an 
auto-generated integer), Name, Birthdate, Height, and Weight. The Height and Weight 
are for an adult horse; they might not be known for a young horse. Height will always be in 
inches and Weight will always be in pounds, so the data will be numbers. [No result set is 
required.] (10 pts.) 



 

 

4. Write the T-SQL code that will add a column to the table in query 3 to store the name of 
the horse's sire. [No result set is required.] 

5a. Join Orders to OrderDetails to return orderid and the total amount charged for each 
product. TotalAmount is unit price multiplied by qty multiplied by (1.-discount). 
TotalAmount should be cast as decimal(10,2). Do not perform any grouping.  

5b. Modify the query in 5a to calculate, for each order, the total amount charged for the 
entire order. Result set columns should be titled OrderID and TotalAmount. Hint: Use 
SUM and GROUP BY.  

5c. Join Employees, Orders, and OrderDetails to return, for each employee, the total 
amount of sales. Return employee lastname, firstname, and total sales in descending 
order of total sales. Result set columns should be titled LastName, FirstName, and 
TotalSales.  

Review the grading rubric below before beginning this activity. 

125-point Assignment grading rubric 

Project Requirements / criterion Points Possible Points earned by student 

1.Questions with short answers: 

Each answer is worth 3 points 

0–30 
 

2.Questions with longer answers: 

Each answer is worth 10 points.  

e. Should have proper in-text and reference list citations. 

0–50 
 

3.Queries: 

1, 2a, 2b, 4, 5a, 5b, and 5c are worth 5 points each 

3 is worth 10 points 

0–45 
 

Total (Sum of all points)  
  

Points deducted for spelling, grammar, and/or APA errors. 
  

Adjusted total points 
  

 

Attending live Seminars is important to your academic success, and attendance is highly 
recommended. The Seminar allows you to review the important concepts presented in 
each unit, discuss work issues in your lives that pertain to these concepts, ask your 
instructor questions, and allow you to come together in real time with your fellow 
classmates. There will be a graded Seminar in Units 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 in this course. You 



 

 

must either attend the live Seminar or you must complete the Seminar alternative 
assignment in order to earn points for this part of the class.  

Option 1 

Aggregates, creating tables, and constraints 

The Unit 3 Seminar will cover: 

 Using aggregate functions, GROUP BY, and HAVING 

 Creating and altering tables using CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE 

 The five constraint types covered in Chapter 8 Lesson 2 

Option 2- Alternative Assignment:  

You will benefit most from attending the graded Seminar as an active participant. 
However, if you are unable to attend you have the opportunity to make up the points by 
completing the alternative assignment.  

Write a 200-word summary of the Seminar. Include at least one T-SQL code example. 
Your paper should be in APA format and cite all references used. Submit to the Seminar 
Dropbox. 

 


